Dormitory Extension Planned To Relieve Housing Shortage

Suicide Pact Among VooDoo Boards Planned

Prof. Magoun Saves Institute From Ruin By Heroic Measures

Plunged into despondency by the repeated failure of the M.I.T. humor magazine to sell copies among the student body, the combined boards of the VooDoo have been discovered as co-signers of one of the largest suicide plots of history. The suicide plot, despite all precautions of secrecy, was divulged when James Spitz, Managing Editor of the magazine, known familiarly as “that dirty rascal” to his friends, stumbled upon the course of a recent “reefer” party at which he was a guest. Alarmeed by the further disgrace about to be occasioned the Institute by members of the periodical, Prof. F. Alexander Magoun hurried to the scene and by coaxing the fifteen odd members of the magazine with bottle corks, led them into a small room. The door was quickly bolted, following which the heroic Magoun escaped through a tiny window eight feet above the level of the floor.
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